
The renewed waves of sub-national inter-communal violence that flared up in Jonglei and Greater Pibor Administrative Area in the second half of 2020 
resulted in looting of humanitarian supplies, attacks and harassment of personnel and civilian abuses, and forced around 33,668 individuals (11,443 
households) to flee for their lives seeking safety and protection at the UNMISS Adjacent Area (AA) and several spontaneous displacement sites throughout 
Pibor. As a response to the influxes and in close coordination with OCHA and CCCM Cluster, a surge CCCM mobile team was deployed to the area 
to coordinate the response on ground and engage with affected population on their needs and concerns. Core activities during the response included; 
establishing of coordination mechanism and Flow Monitoring Points, supporting advocacy and partner liaison, conducting engineering assessment and 
addressing protection concerns, community engagement and information sharing, and coordinating site closure with OCHA and other stakeholders. 
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INTER-COMMUNAL VIOLENCE INDUCED DISPLACEMENT IN JONGLEI AND GREATER PIBOR ADMINISTRATIVE AREA

FLOOD RESPONSE

CCCM site planner joined IOM SNFI team in an assessment mission to Bor to 
identify damages sustained in  dikes and water canals due to flooding and design a 
rapid response plan for restoration.

In a DTM and CCCM joint assessment mission to Sharikat in 
Rajaf Payam Juba County, CCCM Mobile team was able to 
track 14,189 individuals majority from Duk, Twic East, and Bor 
South Counties temporary sheltering in four spontaneous sites 
including St.Peter’s Church, Hai Salam, Gideon Seed School 
and Jebel Lemon in an overcrowded manner compromising 
COVID-19 preventative measure and with very few NFIs that 
they were able to carry with them during their journey before 
being relocated later by the Government to Mangalla. In Focus 
Groups Discussions (FGD) and Key Informative Interviews (KII) 
with community leaders, food, nutrition, WASH and shelter 
& non-food items (S/NFIs) were identified as the community’s 
urgent needs. Testimonies about cases of drowning, missing 
individuals and separated children were shared with the team 
with very low capacity on ground to provide protection and 
psychosocial support. 

Mayandit was among the areas that were vastly affected by flooding in Unity State. 
An inter-agency flood assessment mission that was conducted comprising of a 
CCCM team revealed 1,652 individuals displaced by the current flooding in Mayandit 
were coming from different Payams including Madol, Malkuer, Pabuong, and Bathjiop. 
Similar to other locations, through engagement with RRC and traditional chiefs, 
needs were identified and concerns were raised around Housing, Land and Property 
(HLP), resources sharing, and protection.. The team will initiate a follow up mission 
to employ the Cluster endorsed mobile tools prior to a planned response in the area.

Following reports on influxes due to flooding reaching Mangalla, 
a CCCM Mobile team was on the ground for a fact-finding in-
depth assessment mission to engage with community members 
on their needs and protection concerns. During the mission 
that was jointly conducted with IOM DTM team, population 
figures were established and FGDs were facilitated to attend 
for affected population’s grievances. Following the mission, 
a detailed Scoping report and Response Plan including a Risk 
and Do No Harm matrixes were shared with the CCCM 
Cluster who in return approved a three-month Mobile CCCM 
intervention in Mangalla. 

With the onset of rainy season, heavy seasonal rains were witnessed throughout the country but Jonglei, Lakes, Upper Nile and Central Equatoria States 
had the biggest share. Days of unstopped downpours led to significant increase in water level of River Nile and subsequent flooding that washed out 
everything on its way leaving more than 600,000 individuals homeless and without access to basic life-saving services. As a response,CCCM Mobile teams 
were deployed to different areas to understand IDPs’ situation and identify their immense needs. 

IN BOR, JONGLEI STATEIN SHARIKAT, CENTERAL EQUATORIA STATE

IN MAYENDIT, UNITY STATE

IN MANGALLA, CENTERAL EQUATORIA STATE
CCCM Mobile team in Unity during an inter-agency OCHA-led flood assessment 
mission to Mayendit © IOM CCCM

CCCM Site Planner during a dykes assessment 
mission in Bor © IOM CCCM 2 
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IOM CCCM MOBILE RESPONSE TIMELINE

March 2020: 
Inter-communal 
violence broke out 
in Pibor

March 2020: 
Influx of IPDs in 
UNMISS Pibor 
Adjacent Area

August 2020: 
Influx of IPDs 
in Sharikat and 
Mangalla due to 
flooding
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April 2020:
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and cattle keeping commu-
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South and Tonj East counties
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Pibor Administrative 
Area
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Maranya, Akou and 
Mapel, Jur River 
County

July 2020:
Flooding in Jonglei, 
Lakes, Unity and Upper 
Nile states

August 2020:
CCCM team 
supported in 
assessment in 
Bor

June 2020: 
IOM CCCM scaling up  
response in Hai Masna
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Since IOM CCCM took over the Camp Management responsibilities 
in Hai Masna Collective Center in late June, CCCM roving team in 
Wau has been responding to the needs of increased site population 
with new IDP arrivals from Kuajiena Payam that were triggered by 
clashes between local farmers and cattle keeping communities of Tonj 
South and Tonj North. Through weekly partner coordination meetings, 
regular community engagement and information sharing, service 
monitoring and site engineering support, CCCM teams ensure equal 
access of IDPs to coordinated services in a timely and dignified manner.

Under the First Standard Allocation of South Sudan Humanitarian Funds, IOM 
integrated Shelter, Protection and CCCM mobile teams conducted assessment 
visits to Kongoulousi, Ngoku, and Fongo Nuer in Wau County to verify IDP 
figures and identify existing needs. Findings from these missions will inform the 
joint response plan to cater for the needs of displaced population.

HAI MASNA, WAU COUNTY

KONGOULOUSI, NGOKU, AND FONGO NUER, WAU COUNTY

CCCM team during an assessment in Kongoulousi, Ngoku, and Fongo Neur in 
Wau County © IOM CCCM

CCCM team constructing a community centre in Hai Masna © IOM 
CCCM

CCCM mobile team facilitating Focus Group Discussion with IDP representatives in Mangalla © IOM CCCM


